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 After the server installs ubuntu-desktop, when it reboots, it drops to busybox? I'm using debian squeeze. Hapy: use the
'--simulate' option while installing. i want to install... need space on the hdd... test s1 what? Hapy: that is not a ubuntu problem.

that is a hardware problem. Hapy: see'man dpkg'.. do read it. ok... thank you s1 my question is i have a host server on virtualbox
in ubuntu and i install mysql server and mysql-server-5.1 but my host is in windows 7.so i installed guest additions and when i

try to connect to mysql in the host it shows ERROR 2002 (HY000): Can't connect to local MySQL server through socket
'/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock' (2) can someone help me with this ? Hapy: read the manual from ubuntu. that is a partitioning

part. install to partitions on your hdd. ok... anyone can help me ?? ok s1 i have an old laptop (400 Mhz, 128 MB RAM...) is this
enough? Hapy: u could run lubuntu on it !details | vlad__ vlad__: Please give us full details. For example: "I have a problem
with..., I'm running Ubuntu version.... When I try to do..., I get the following output:..., but I expected it to do..." gdo10: is

lubuntu lighter than ubuntu? i have install mysql server on my ubuntu server k1l_: why the partitioning part? Hapy: only a few
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things are different. but it is lighter on the resources Hapy: because there is a manual or a special documentation of 82157476af
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